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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider provenance modelling in Adaptive
Hypermedia Systems (AHS). We revisit adaptation and data
provenance questions and bring up new and complementary
aspects of adaptation and provenance, showing similar and
supplementing characteristics. We also scrutinize the prove-
nance importance and issues in Adaptive Hypermedia (AH).
The aim of this paper is to extend the conventional AH clas-
sification questions with the notion of data lineage which
essentially plays an important role in adaptation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.4 [Hypertext/Hypermedia]: Architectures, Theory

General Terms

Design, Theory

Keywords

adaptive hypermedia, adaptation questions, provenance, W7
provenance model

1. INTRODUCTION
A hypermedia application o!ers its users navigational free-

dom within a large hyperspace. AH o!ers personalized con-
tent, presentation, and navigation support. Most AHS do
so by building a User Model (UM) and using that to guide
an Adaptation Engine (AE). The subject of UM scrutabil-
ity has been studied extensively [4] because users want to
be able to review (scrutinize) what the system knows about
them. Adaptation scrutability still remains largely uncharted
territory: most systems are not set up to explain to users
why the content, presentation and navigation are adapted
the way they are. We take a new approach towards o!er-
ing scrutability by studying the parallels with the area of
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data provenance. In general provenance data aims at pro-
viding users with an explanation of the origin, history and
evolution of data and processes.

In this paper we re-examine the adaptation questions stated
in the very beginning of the AH era [1] in the context of
data provenance. In fact we match the major questions of
adaptation (What, To What, Why, Where, When, How)
with a question-driven provenance model (section 2). Our
major goal is to show how complementary to each other
adaptation and provenance are (in terms of question-based
classification) (see section 3). We also present a number
of demonstrative examples of data lineage, harvesting and
interpretation importance in AH (section 4). And finally
we investigate what the problems of designing provenance
support in AHS are (section 5).

Provenance.
Provenance is information about the origin, ownership,

source, history, lineage and/or derivation of an information
object or data. Provenance is important as it is vital for
providing the detailed explanation of user action, system
usage and data origin and inference, ensuring analysis of
dependencies in the system and repeatability of user actions.

Provenance Modelling : There are several provenance
modelling approaches:

• Data-centric: refers to meta-data models such as
Dublin-core, Premis, OAIS, etc., where a metadata
schema stores the provenance data; this was for in-
stance presented in [7].

• Process-centric: refers to the description of the pro-
cess with particular change steps through which this
metadata is obtained. It collects not only the data
about a particular step, but about the application pro-
cesses as well [3].

• Pipeline-centric: as investigated in [2] a new pipeline-
centric approach to provenance data was introduced
for the class of workflow-based applications, which helps
to determine the provenance of the application output
based on the provenance graph of the application.

We believe that process and pipeline type of obtaining
provenance data [2] can be complementary with the adapta-
tion process shown in Figure 1. These two have very much
in common with the process of collecting data that could
be used for the provenance analysis. By Adaptation Process
we mean the interaction in AHS which starts with the goal
statement, exploits features of the user and domain mod-
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Figure 1: Conceptual Adaptation Process Sequence
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Figure 2: W7 Provenance Model [9]

els in di!erent contexts and adapts various aspects of the
system to the user. This sequence of user-adaptation ac-
tions could be aligned according to the classification of AH
methods and techniques as well as Provenance questions and
results in the adaptation sequence, coupling the ‘layers’ of
AHS (Figure 1).
Possible alternative and less generic classification of prove-

nance models includes but is not limited to:

• In the Data Specific Provenance Model, each data type
has its own provenance model, carrying forward infor-
mation covering the complete path of the data. This
approach benefits in a way that all provenance meta-
data comes with each result, but lacks models interop-
erability.

• TheGeneric Complete Provenance Model retains prove-
nance information in the form of prior data sets and
transformations. This approach has the advantage of
being very complete, however it requires storage of in-
termediate results and hardly be visualised and anal-
ysed in a simple way.

• In the Hierarchical Provenance Model only the prove-
nance information covering the previous transforma-
tion is retained, but at the same time all the prove-

nance data can be recursively returned. This type of
retaining hierarchical data may correspond to a hierar-
chical structure of the Domain Model (DM). Thus it is
complementary in such a way that it keeps track of the
user following the conceptual structure in depth gain-
ing more detailed knowledge on a particular subject
represented with this hierarchy.

We leave out the question of a particular provenance mod-
elling approach, but rather consider the generic model of
provenance information. We will use “W7”which is a prove-
nance model representing diverse information about the data
produced in the system [9].

2. ADAPTATION AND PROVENANCE
QUESTIONS

Adaptation Questions.
There is a number of adaptation questions that have to be

answered in order to build an AH application [5]. Moreover
they define the adaptation process aligning the structure of
system sub-components. These questions also denote the
adaptation process flow.
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The core of adaptation is defined by stating and answering
six major questions:

• What can we adapt? (“What?”)
• What can we adapt to? (“To What?”)
• Why do we need adaptation? (“Why?”)
• Where can we apply adaptation? (“Where?”)
• When can we apply adaptation? (“When?”)
• How do we adapt? (“How?”)

We want not just to revisit these questions, but to address
the issue of aligning them (and corresponding answers) in a
common, modular structure of a generic AHS architecture.
By answering the major adaptation questions we elabo-

rate the adaptation process description outlined in Figure 1
and consider it in the context of the provenance model. This
process is usually initiated by the user stating the adaptation
goal and thus answering the “Why adaptation is needed?”
question. Then in the process we consider the “What?” and
“To What?” questions, which emphasize the Domain Model
(DM) and the User Model (UM) description. “When?” and
“Where?” in this process go further providing context and
application area definitions. Lastly, the, “How?” question
describing methods and techniques on conceptual and im-
plementation level and finally all together resulting in an
AHS description.

Provenance Questions.
Hereafter we will consider one of the most extensive def-

inition of the provenance models and investigate the way
it can be complementary to AHS, possibly after some ex-
tensions. According to [9] Provenance is defined as a n-
tuple P = (What, When, Where, How, Who, Which, Why,
Occurs at, Happens in, Leads to, Brings about, Is used in,
Is because of), which represents the “W7”model [9], where:

• “What” denotes the sequence of events that a!ect the
data object;

• “When”, the set of event times;
• “Where”, the set of all locations;
• “How”, the set of all actions leading up to the events;
• “Who”, the set of all agents involved in the events;
• “Which”, the set of all devices;
• “Why”, the set of reasons for the events.

According to the model an action is taken by agents using
devices for reasons, which is reflected by the various rela-
tionships existing between “what” and the elements “who”,
“which”and“why”. The conceptual schema of the W7 prove-
nance model is presented in Figure 2. In other words these
questions may also describe such information as: event deci-
sion (what), duration (when), activity (how), method (which),
person (who), arguments and justification (why).
This scheme shows a schematic representation of the W7

model. In Table 1 we will consider Provenance questions
side by side with Adaptation questions and aim at aligning
them hence extending AHS with the notion of provenance.

3. ALIGNING QUESTIONS
Considering the question-centric, extensive definition of

the W7 Provenance Model [9] and the AH methods and tech-
niques classification questions [5] we combine and align the

questions and corresponding answers. Such an alignment
will be able to provide complementary features description.
Here we investigate commonalities and similarities in the
semantics of the answers and meanings of these questions,
emphasising the idea that provenance information can be
very useful in AHS and at the same time provenance in-
formation can help to reason in AH, for example providing
more explanations to the end user or making the system
more trustworthy. In Table 1 we map questions and look for
common understanding in-between Provenance and AH.
“What?” — answer to this question on the one hand

describes the way domain information is represented in the
system (hierarchy of concepts, ontology, etc.) and on the
other hand shows what events in the system these data ob-
jects can a!ect.
“Who?” (“To Whom?”), “Which?” — answers to these

questions give us an idea of the UM environment: Which?
defines the device capabilities and in general Who? rep-
resents the user profile. They also describe the set of de-
vices and agents involved in the process from the provenance
point of view and can be used to select the target group of
users, representing the high-level user division and defining
the group adaptation parameters.
“To What?” — answer narrows down the user profile

to a particular set of attributes involved in the adaptation
process (accessed and updated by the system to retrieve
or refresh the current state of the user knowledge, inter-
est, competence, etc.). These are usually domain dependent
attributes. There is no actual match on the provenance ques-
tion here, however the history of UM attributes’ access and
updates directly refers to storing and harvesting provenance
data from user logs.
“Why?” — answer determines the set (one-at-a-time or a

sequence) of goals of adaptation and describes the set of rea-
sons for initiating the concerned adaptation process. Thus,
these two indicate the premises of the adaptation process in
general, provide arguments and describe the way adaptation
is initiated.
“When?” and “Where?” — answers are registered as a

part of the provenance model events. The AHS keeps track
of these changes and interprets this data to be used as the
input for the reasoning component, which should take into
account this time and place contextual information.
“How?” — answer provenance data records event-action

sequences, describing mostly the syntax of these changes, on
the other hand AHS describes the semantics (understanding
of these cause-event relationships), contributing to the pic-
ture of the reasoning model. As a whole it describes AE
functionality of the system.

Examples of Provenance Importance in AH
We have mentioned some of the motivating examples in

the introduction, but we would like to extend this list and
provide more insight on the importance of AH provenance.
We consider the following examples to be significant:

• Adaptation: provenance data can be directly used in
the adaptation process. Being interpreted by the AE
to determine the result of the next adaptation step,
it may extend the capabilities of the adaptive reason-
ing from a conventional pre-authored type to become
more context and provenance/lineage dependent, tak-
ing into account not only UM values and updating
them, but analysing the origin of these UM updates
and thus adjusting them accordingly (e.g. AE may
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Table 1: Aligning Adaptation and Provenance questions
Questions AHS Provenance Model Comments
What? Domain Model denotes the sequence of events

that a!ect the data object
answers describe the se-
quence of events when the
user gets access to the do-
main information and ac-
quires domain knowledge

Who?
(To Whom?)
Which?

describes the user profile selec-
tion (or/and device usage) (e.g.
can be used to select a group or
target users)

the set of all agents and/or de-
vices involved in the process

To What? UM attributes (selecting partic-
ular attributes that are accessed
and updated within the con-
cerned adaptation process)

no actual representation in
terms of provenance question,
however historical information
on accessing and updating UM
represents provenance informa-
tion

Why? stating the adaptation goal(s)
(might be a domain concept,
representing either a new goal to
follow or a sequence of concepts)

the set of reasons for triggering
a particular event (evidence of
what has happened)

reasons and goals are com-
plementary, indicating the
premises of the adaptation
process

When?
Where?

Application Model (which
serves as the core of the system:
coupling other layers and dis-
patching information in AHS)
and Context information keeps
track and interprets the context
information

the set of event times and loca-
tions

contextual information in
general

How? describing AH methods and
techniques on a conceptual and
implementation level (Adaptive
Engine (AE) functionality);
explains the sequence of event-
actions;
describes the semantics of
cause-e!ect relations

the set of all actions leading up
to the events (keeping track of
the events, and corresponding
action in the system);
describes the syntax of events
and actions recorded

in pair provenance and AH
describe the syntax and se-
mantics of AE functionality
(record events and actions
and show cause-e!ect rela-
tionship)

interpret the knowledge source properties and assign
di!erent scores to the user depending on the source
trustworthiness).

• Explanation and Analysis: explanations not only in-
clude information about system usage (e.g. the pre-
requisite knowledge level is reached and the user can
access new information) but also where this informa-
tion comes from, how it was derived, etc. (e.g. the
user is provided with an additional explanation about
the origin of their ‘knowledge’ or ‘interest’ which may
come from an update event issued by the system inter-
preted in a way the user can understand). This could
be useful both in providing additional explanation and
recommendations to the user and in the analysis of the
system behaviour by the domain expert.

• Usage Patterns Analysis: could be helpful to discover
and analyze certain abnormal user behaviour patterns
(in combination with information retrieval methods,
e.g. provide the dependency of unusual data and the
source of it using the provenance information). Essen-
tially provenance data can be mined to discover these
patterns and used to analyze the origin of such a be-
haviour.

• Information reliability : provenance regarding how the

adapted information was delivered to a user helps to
ensure that it can be trusted so that the user under-
stands the way he received the information and is ex-
plained why he gets this and where it comes from.

• Information currency (prevalence/e!cacy): capturing
provenance such as when the update to the User Model
is done could be used to avoid being misled (e.g. by
outdated information).

• Semantics of provenance: provenance data provide a
semantic extension to the system, expanding the de-
scription of the data to what is answered by the prove-
nance questions. For instance the data providing the
information of the data origin will extend the seman-
tics of each particular delivered information unit. Thus
provenance information“naturally”extends the seman-
tics of the existing data model [8].

• Adaptation Process: considering process and pipeline
centric types of provenance information we anticipate
mapping the notion of provenance on the adaptation
process shown in Figure 1. Each step of the adaptation
sequence here represents a single data transformation
from the data lineage point of view, answering afore-
mentioned questions of Provenance and AH models.
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4. PROVENANCE ISSUES AND
PROSPECTIVE SOLUTIONS

In this section we would also like to indicate some of the
issues that one may face while investigating provenance of
data in AHS. These are only some of the most common
problems:
Harvesting of provenance data . Since AHS usually

has a rather complex structure the problem of data harvest-
ing arises. That’s why we proposed a layered structure (Fig-
ure 1), strictly distinguishing AH data (essentially adapta-
tion questions) and process, using major AH classifications.
This will provide transparency of the system functionality,
reduce (by associating type of provenance data with the
layer) places of provenance data origin and help in analysing
the data.
Understanding the semantics of provenance . Under-

standing provenance enables users to share, learn the mean-
ing and take advantage of data, facilitating collaboration
and learning, reducing the number of deadlocks and pro-
viding mechanisms to conceptual modelling [9]. We have
partially covered this issue in this paper trying to under-
stand and match the semantics of provenance and AH data
(in terms of questions).
Diversity in data types and many places of data

origin . As mentioned above, considering a generic layered
structure of AHS we try to put things in order and clearly
distinguish between the major questions first of Adaptation
and then Provenance, thus reducing and foremost matching
overall places of origin diversity. Anticipating the layered
structure of AHS we foresee the idea of clear separation in
such a way that already mentioned harvesting of the prove-
nance data becomes transparent and clear which simplifies
data analysis and reduces the number of ambiguous places
of data origin.
Moreover as investigated in [6] some of these provenance

problems related to data dynamics, diversity and overload
and in particular issues of storing, retrieving (harvesting)
and analysing (interpreting) data in AH can be facilitated
by using versioning techniques. There are many more prob-
lems to be considered, such as reusability and alignment of
provenance data, di!erent reasons for needing provenance,
its representation and propagation. Finally implementing
and using provenance could become an issue. Without ful-
filling most of these requirements it may cause misuse and
misinterpretation of the AH related data (e.g. misaligning
user and a domain knowledge) and lead to unpredictable
adaptation results (e.g. termination and confluence prob-
lems).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we revisited provenance modelling approaches

and put them in the context of AHS which resulted in a
complementary features (questions) description in Table 1.
Moreover we investigated the questions of provenance impor-
tance and issues in AH field proposing prospective solutions.
The generalization table presented in the paper and the

fact that premises for the ‘event’ in W7 system and the result
of adaptation process in AHS show that they have much in
common and to some extent complement each other, espe-
cially in the field of Adaptive Systems (e.g. describing syn-
tax and semantics of di!erent questions or describing the
user profile, selecting the target group to determining the

agents and devices involved in the adaptation process). The
significance of the provenance data is getting more impor-
tant. It can be used to provide the richer user experience,
implement more sophisticated adaptation and recommenda-
tion techniques and at the same time to analyze and explain
the system functionality (so as to facilitate scrutability of
the adaptation). As a result we anticipate that provenance
will be considered as an essential part of AHS (and in fact
it is already partially there), and that an AHS itself will
provide provenance information.

In our future work we will study the aforementioned exam-
ples of provenance importance in depth, analysing the im-
pact on the adaptation process and comparing results with
the conventional AHS to evaluate the utility of AH prove-
nance.
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